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Abstract

Hidl capital i~ivest~nent
industries often see regular cycles of over capacity followed
hy under capacity. We develop a game theoretic model and show that such cyclical
hehavior can exist in equilihrium, even if demand and prices are stable and if firms
consider the capacity strategies of other firms. We discuss the implications ofthese
findlngs for individual firm skategies that might reduce the impact of those cycles and
for regulator). or induqhal policies that might lead to more efficient market operations.

1. Introduction
The dynamics of high capital investment markets produce cycles of various sorts.
Those cycles we highlighted in tile business press, in numerous academic studies and
in the everyday discussions with practicing managers. Consider the following:
"Dennis H. Reilly of DuPont, speaking at a Decemher 1993
hriefing in London, pointed out that the major prohlem for the
[Titanium Dioxide--TiOJ industry is massive global overcapacity.
... Prices are at too low a level to justify invesnnent, said Reilly.
Although neNr investment is not needed now, when the recession
ends and grouqli for TiO, picks up, there will he a shortage."
(Chemical & Engineering News, January 3 , 1994, p. 14.)
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The dynamics of the TiO, industry are far &om uncommon. The capacity cycle
problem is summed up by:
"In the familiar boom-bust pattern of the not-too-distant past,
managers added production capacity, allowed overhead to swell,
and stockpiled inventories in antipication of rising demand during
expansions. When the economy tanked, they shut factories, laid off
workers, iced new-product development, and purged excess
inventories at distress prices." (Forrune,August 7, 1995, pp. 5960.)
What is happening here? It appears that firms, priw to similar hut noisy and oflen
confu<ng information ahout what shon-term and long-term demand for the output of
their indusq is or is likely to be, commit capital to add capacity or selectively delete
capacity. In capital intensive induses, low capacity utilization adds a substantial cost
burden to each unit sold; high capacity utilization leads to low unit costs and higher
protits, as well as the tantalizing prospect of adding to firm profits by expanding.

In a monopoly, a firm miglit tune its production capacity to track demand cycles so
that its capacity utilization was optimal in some long IUII profit maximizing sense,
perhaps. Most oligopolies preclude such firm policies, however.
Is the phenomenon real or imagined? Consider Exhibits I to 3, based on aggregate
US statistics on capacity utilization puhlished every month by the Federal Reserve.
The data show clear and persistent cycles in capacity utilization over the past several
decades in the 1!S As the industry definition gets narrower. these cycles typically get
more severe. Ed~ihitI shows that the capacity utilization ofall US manufacturing,
mining, and utilities combine3 has tluctuatcd froin the low 7 0 % ' ~to 90% over the last
30 years. As Exhihit 2 and 3 illustrate, similar patterns exist in individual
manufacturing industries. hut they are generally more severe and erratic, with
fluctuations ranging from the low 4 0 % ' ~to peaks of nearly I 10%.
Are these jwt natural business cycles that promote a competitive marketplace? We
think not: "...the structure of an industry may be so dysfunctional to the results of
competition that collective action is appropriate to fix it. In such an instance the
workings of the marks! produce neither efficiency nor profit" (Bower, 1986, p 14).
And these fliictuntions are not good for customers either, who see widely varying
levels of supply assurance and prices. Uliile these cycles may result Gom strategic
competition for market leadership, they are dreaded by buyers, sellers and government
regulators alike. Hence this paper will investigate some possible causes for these
cycles and speculate what actions firms and regulators might take to address the
situation.
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Exhibit 1. Capady utilization for total industry, 1967-1995
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Exhibit 2. Capacity utiiization for imn and steel. 1967-1995
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Exhibir 3. Capacity utiliation for motor vehicles and pans. 1967-1995
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To simplify our analysis and make it more specific, consider mature, nondifferentiated oligopolistic industries. In such industries price is likely to be
determined by the suppiy-demand market relationship that characterizes commodity
or near-commodity markets. Due to the undifferentiated nahlre of the product,
competition in such markets involves perceptions of quality, reliability and assurance
of supply. elements that are closely related to a selling fum's share of production
capacity. Many chemicals, metallic products, and electrical and electronic
components are relevant examples. In such markets production cost is related to
capacity ut~lizationand market share is related to capacity share.
In the next section, we hriefly review some of the related literature on the topic.
Then, we describe the emprical findings in the Dearden, Lilien, and Yoon (1996)
empirical analysis of the titanium dioxide (TiO,) and Zicron industries. (Zicron is a
the proprietary nature of the data.) We use these empirical
fictitious name to pme
findings to aid in our choice of n game theoretic model to examine capacity cycles.
Three findings, in particular, are relevant.
First, capacity cycles are often preceded hy a market demand shock. Second, the
empirical findings indicate that capacity, and not price, determines market shares.
Hence, we chmse a model of product-market competition whose equilibrium has this
feature. Third, the esplorator). analysis suggests that both pre-capacity and postcapacity marginal costs are constant in output.

In the following section we develop a game theoretic model incorporating many of
these phenomena. The results of that model suggest that after a demand shock, the lack
of capacity change coordination among an industry's firms prompts capacity cycles.
We then present evidence that capacity changes in the titanium dioxide industry are
consistent with the equilihrium results of the game theoretic model. In the final
section, we discuss the implications and limitations of our work.
2. Related Literature
The literature in oligopoly theory related to o w research has primarily considered
capacity expansion decisions. Friedman (1983, Chapter 7). Gilbert (1986), and
Fudenherg and Tirole (1986) give excellent surveys of different aspects of this
literature. A more recent examination of capacity and competition is by Gal-Or
(1994). The entry model of Dixit and Shapiro (1985) also shares some features of
interest with the prohiem we consider.
The models of capacity expansion in this literature differ in several respects. First,
some treat capacity as a physical limit on production, so that capacity expansion
relaxes a constraint (for example, Prrscon, 1973) Others treat additions to the capital

stock as 'deepening' capital (or capacity) by shifling the marginal cost curve
dounwards (for example, Flaherty, 1980). Friedman (1 983, p. 166) describes this a
k i n g "nearer to the spirit of neoclassical marginalist economics," and is the tack that
we follow. (Note that we use the terms capacity and capital synonymously in this
section.)
Second, the literanire difFers on whether a dominant firm exists. The seminal articles
of Spenu: (1977) and Dixit (1980) and various sequels, such as Fudenherg and Tirole
(1983). Ware (1984). and Arvan (1 986) assume that there is a dominant firm, which
moves first to add capital. Ghemawat (1984) shows that the firm with the greatest
installed capacin, (by assumption, the one with the lowest cost of additional
investment) will add to capacity when only one firm is allowed to do so.

In the absence of 'natural' market leaders (like first entrants in models where firms
enter sequentially over time), the presence of dominant firms cannot be assumed but
must he endogenous to die analysis. (We will do this later by modifying the ex?ensive
form without imposing the arbitrary constraint that only a single firm can add capacity
in any given period.)
Third, the literature ditfeis on whether or not capacity is continuous or "lumpy." We
follow Gbemawat (1984) and much of the operations research literature (see, for
example, Friedenkids. 198 I) in assuming that additions to capacity are 'lumpy' and
that financial colistraints may preclude firms from adding more than a given number
of lumpy units of capital in a period.
Fourth, the literature differs in the consideration of production and demand
dynamics. Dixit (I 980). Ware (198-1). and Arvan (1986) examine models in which
firms compete in an output make[ in only one period. These models therefore cannot
capture the ov&vement-irnderinvestment cycle that is endemic in many industries.
Spence (I 977). Friednan (1983. Chapter 7), Flaherly (1 980). and Benoit and Krjshna
(1987). among others, on the other hand, consider dynamic models in which firms add
capital and compete in an output market in an infinite number of periods. We will
develop a two period model, the minimum number of periods needed to allow cycles
to emerge.

3. Capacity Cycles in the TiO, and Zicron Industries
Dwdm,Lilien, and Yoon (1996) analyze the capacity additionldeletion decisions for
the TiO, and Zicron industries for the yews 1970-1985. Exhibit 4 displays the
resuirs ofthis analysis qualitatively. Theier results generally suggest that overcapacity
and undercapacity cycles we likely to occur because firms, acting on market signals,

Exhibit 4
Qualitative Summary of Empirical Results on the
Dynamics of Capacity Addition and Deletion Decisions in
the Titanium Dioxide and Zicrou Industries
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simultaneously add (perhaps too much) capacity in good times, and delete (perhaps
too much) capacity in poor times.
dynamics and
The empirical models they report fit and predict aggregate ind*
individual firm decisions well. They found a high degree of sensitivity of a given
f'um's capacity addition and deletion decisions to other firms' capacity changes and
industry capacity utilization. This finding confirms simultaneous, competitive firm
behavior. They also found, via discriminant analyses, that a h ' s price and its market
share may be due to plant-specific factors or strategic dierences, issues that we will
explore in the next section and discuss later in more detail.

4. A Formal Model of Competitive Capacity Decisions
The empirical analysis in Dearden, Liliett, and Yoon (1996) suggesls that firm
capacity addition and deletion hehavior can he explained by a series of regression
models that do not incorporate knowledge or anticipation of competitive actions.
Under such circumstances, where firms ignore the strategic actions of others,
fluctuations in market demand lead to capacity cycles. But what if demand were
stable over time and firms did consider the actions of other firms in their decision
processes? Would we still see such cycles?
The results !?om Denrden, Lilien, and Yoon (t 996) and the theoretical literature on
capacity expansion (Section 11) lead us to consider a model that should admit the
following features:
As sugesfed hy the preliminmy andysis, pre-capacity and post-capacity marginal
costs are hoth consant in output
ii. Because capacity, and not price, determines market shims, we model the product
market comltetition as Coumot competition.
iii. Capital addition hoth relaxes a capacity constraint and lowers marginal cost for
outputs above the previous capacity output and below the new capacity output.

i.

iv. There is no dominant firm or 'natural' market leader
v. Capital addition is lumpy.
vi. There are at l e a . w o ]mi& of pmduct-market competition and potential capital
change.

4.1. Model Formulation

Consider an industry with two firms, indexed as i= 1.2. There are three important
elements to our model: (i) the cost bctions, (ii) the market demand function, and (iii)
the timing of the firms' decisions.
The cosfshuchrre. Firm i's cost function has two components -- fixed and variable
wsts -- and both of thrse components depend on the firm's capital for capacity. Firm
i's fixed cost b c t i o n is F&,.,,qJ; and its variable cost tinction is V,&,.,l+d,Qd;
w h e K,~(,., is finn i's capital at time 1- 1.4,E {O,x) is the capital that firm i changes
in period t, and Q, is firm i's output at time t. The capital change is constrained to he
either 0 or x; that is, investment is lun>py.

We assume that F,,&+x) > F,,(Ko),ie., that capital addition raises fixed costs. In
particular, we examine a sjlecific fonn ofttle cost function:

where

F, > Ev. We also assume that V,iKo+x.Q,,) h

V,,Ko.Q,J; capital addition

for capacity does not raise variahle costs. In particular, the variable cost function
IS

V,,(&,,Q,,) =

I

I;P#if & = I<lo and Q , r Q,
r , ~ , , :,to,,-Q)if K,, = K, and Q , > Q,

(2)

+

s,Q,if y,=

&+x

where Q, denotes f m ~
i's output at capcity, G, denotes firm i's marginal cost for
pre-capacity outputs, Q, 5- Q,, and c i denote$ firm i's marginal cost for for postThus, marginal cost is greater for pre-capacity
capacity outputs (where C > )
s . capital addition fromK,, to K,,+x
outputs than for post-capacity o ~ \ ~ u tAlso,
increases capacity so that it is no longer binding at all equilibrium output rates. With
the capital level K++s, firm i then produces at marginal cost g..

The marker demandjlmcrion. The firms produce an undifferentiated product,
compete in a Cournot market, and face a linear demand curve

where P, denotes the industry price at time t, and a.h > 0 are parameters.
The extensive fain; and finring. We consider a 4-stage game, where P l . 2
conrespond to Ule first period nnd t=3.4 correspond to period 2. In the first period: in
stage I . the firms sirnuitaneously set capital levels; in stage 2, there is Cournot
(quantily) competition. The second period is identical to the first period. Exhibit 5
presents the extensive Tomi of this game.
The pr.ojit/irnc,ion. From the cost stnrcture, market demand, and the extensive
form, fimi i's profit fimction is

where b = ]/(I -discount rate) denotes the discount factor from period 1 to 2.

4.3. Model Results
Enstence oJEqrrilihr-iurrr. Estahlislling the existence of a subgame perfect equilibrium
is straigi,tfonvard. Cii\,en cnpital stocks and our assumptions about the nature of
competition, at stages 2 and 4, there is a well-defined strictly concave profit finction
for each finn. A unique Naqh equilibrium exists for the stages 2 and 4 Cournot games.
The crucial assumption foiexislence of a sub-game perfect equilibrium is that of finite
action in stages 1 and 3 (capital decision stages). With a finite action space, an
equilihrium exists hy Nash's theoren].

One important characteristic of the equilibrium is that the periods are strategically
independent. That is, the period-2 eqi~ilihriumplay is independent of the period-l

Exhibit 5
The extensive form of period 1 of the capacity choice game

Period I
Stage I

Stage 2

Note: The extensive form of period 2 of the capacity choice game is identical to the
extensive form of the game in period I

equilihrium play, and vice versa. (The argument is similar to Selten's chain store
paradox story, see Seltm, 1978.)
Characterizing the equilibrium. We first analyze the Coumot competition stages

-- stages 2 and 4. Firm i's equilibrium output is

c,

where c L =
if Q.* > Q,and c, = s;,if Q: s Q,. An analogouscondition
It
holds for fimi j. The eqriilihriuni profit (Induced hy the pure-strategy equilihrium
outputs) in stage 1 ~ 2 . 4lin.fimi i is

given c,

-

= S; ,c,.
1

Due to the simultaneous capital additioddeletion decisions, there are multiple
equilihria in stages I and 3 -- two pure-strategy equilihria and one mixed-strategy
equilihrium. This creates a dificulty when examining comparative statics. We then
examine what we consider to he the most interesting and plausible equilihrium -- the
mixed-strategy equilibrium.
The followiiig two inequalities are sufficient for the stage-1 and stage-3 capacity
choice games to he characterized as a hattle-of-the-sexes game and hence for the
existence of a mixed-strategy equilibrium. First, given that firm j chooses capital K,,,
we assume iinn i earns greater profit hy choosing capital &+x than hy choosing &.
That is, the following inequality for the stage t (t=2,4) equilihrium profit holds:

Saond, given that firm j chooses capital K,,+x, we assume fm i earns greater profit
by choosing capital K,,. That is, the following inequality for the stage t (t=2,4)
equilibrium p~ofitholds.

Given tlie demand and cost structure, Exhibit 6 lists firm i's stage-1 (t=2,4}
equilihriilm profits as a fi~nctionof the existing stage-t capacities (and hence as a
function of tlie investtnents niade before stage I).
We would like to note one inipoitmt ititci-pretation of the inequalities in expressions
(7) and (8). The fiinis, prior to period I , had the optimal capital stocks. Then, with
a pemianeiit increase in maiket demand at the onset of period I , industry (i.e, joint)
profit is m a ~ e byd the addition of one unit of capital. Hence, with this increase in
demand and prior to any changes in capacity, the industry has undercapacity. As we
demonstl-ate in this section, tlie pemianent increase in market demand can generate
u ~ d e c a p a c i ~ / i ~ ~ ~ ecyclcs.
rc~city
We now nnalyzc stages I and 3 assvning that the inequalities in expressions (7) and
(8) hold. hi stage I. Uiere are nvo pure strategies in which one f i m chooses W x and
the oUier chooses Q There is also Oie mixed strategy equilibrium in which both firms
choose &,is witli some prohahility. In the mixed strategy (and qmmetric)
equilibrium, the psohahility with which a Tim chooses K,,+x depends on his
opponent'spayirff stnichur. Fin11 j randomizes hetueen choosing capita! K,,+x (with
prohahilily pJ and opiial K,,(with probability I-p,) so that firm i is just indifferent to
choosing capital lcvcl Yoand ie\,el &,+I. Tlie mixed strategy equilibrium requires
, i did strictly hetter by say KO,
then it
this indifference by firm i O t l i e ~ ~ ' iifs ~fin11
would choose K,,wit11 probability ! and not play a mixed strategy.
To calculaie the equilibrium probability, p;, that firm j chooses K,,+x, we set firm
i's expected profit from choosing capita! &+x equal to its expected profit from
choosing Y, These expected profits are determined hy the equilibrium profits to the
stage-2 Coumot gome, and are stated in Exhibit 6. Given that firm j adds capital with
probability pi, fiml i's expected piafit from adding capital is

Exhibit 6
Firm Ps state-t (t=2,4) equilibrium profit as a function of the
state-t (t=2,4) capital stacks
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and firm j ' s expected profit from not adding capital is

n,(K,J = P ; ~ , K , ~ . Y ~
(1 +
- p~; ))n , ~ , K
~,,&
+

Setting (9) = (lo), i.e.,

and ~ o l \ ~ i nfor
g p;, yields

(10)

We are inlereSed in detRmining the likeliimd of undercapacity/overcapacitycycles.
In our model, the equilibrium strategies and payoffs in each period are identical.
Therefore, suppose there is a "large" increase in demand and that each firm's capacity
W a i n ! imposes a large loss in profit. That is, each fmhas a dominant strategy to
choose capital K,,+x and thus increase capacity in period I . If each fum adds capital
in period 1 with prohahility I, then each firm optimally chooses that capital level in
period 2, and there are no capacity cycles in the industry. Similarly, suppose the
capacity constraint is not binding in period one and each fm has a dominant strategy
to keep the present capital Y, and the associated capacity. If neither firm adds capital
in period 1 with probability I , then each firm optimally chooses that capital level in
period 2, and there are again no capacity cycles in the industry We therefore do not
ohserve capacity cycles in our model when the firms' capacity strategies are
deterministic. Rather, capacity cycles occur when the firms randomize between
adding capacir).and not adding capacity. The firms will randomize when the capacity
constraint imposes a large enough loss in profit (so that the firms do not retain their
present capacity with prohahility I j and not too large of a loss is profit (so that the
firms do not add capacity will1 prohahility 1). In this intermediate stage of profit loss
associatd with die capacity wnseaint, !he films play a hattle-of-the-sexes game in the
capacity addition stage, and \4:cohsnve a mixed strategy equilibrium. The prohahility
of ohsewing a capacity cycle is
prob(capacity cycle) = prob(both firms choose K.+x in period 1)

(12)

proh(hoth firms choose Yoin period 2)
+ proh(hoth firms choose K,, in period 1 f
x prob(hot1l f i m ~ choose
s
K,,+x in period 2).
x

Comparaiivc Siniicsfor the Mixed-S~rnlegyEquilibiiunt. Now, we examine the
effecis of the cost stluctures on the probability of an overcapacitylundercapacitycycle.
We first consider the effect of f i m ~i's cost slructure on the probability, in a mixedstrategy equilibrium, that firm j chooses Q+x and adds capacity. With an increase in
firm i's initial capacity output, Q it is relatively less profitable for firm i to choose
capital K,,+x. That is, with Ole initial capital&, capacity is not as binding and fum
i has a smaller incentive to remove this capacity constraint. For firm i to remain
indiiwent to Y, and Y,+x, t i m ~j must choose Y,+x with a smaller probability. From
(I I), we derive

With an increase in firm i's post-capacily marginal cost c,, it is relatively more
profitable for firm i to remove the capacity constraint by choosing capital Y,+x. For
firm i to remain indifferent to Y, and &+x, firm j must choose G+xwith a greater
prohahilily. From (I I), we derive

ap j
-

a;,

-

-6;-sS2)+gb(Fi,-E)

>0

~(<,-G)~(E~-G)

- 5 ?)/9h + (Fi -E ) < 0 firm i has a dominant
This term is positive became if -:(;
strategy to choose Y,+x and add capachy. The net fried cost of adding capacity is
small compared to the net marginal cost gains of adding capacity.

Next, with an increase in fum i's pre-capacity marginal cost, , it is relatively less
pmfitahle for film i to remove the capacity constraint by choosing capital K,,+x. For
firm i to remain inditiereni to Y, and &+x, firm j must choose &,+x with a smaller
probability. Froni (1 I), we derive

We oow consider the etiect of $inn j's cost stiucture on the probability, in a mixedstrategy equilibiilun, Uia! fin11j chooses q,+s and adds capacity With an increase in
firm j's post-capacity marginal cost E,, it is relatively more profitahle for firm i to
remove the capacity co~istrainiby choosing capital Y,+x. For firm i to remain
indio-cent to & md &+x, finn j niilii choose K,dts with a greater prohahility. From
( 1 I), we derive

From the inequality in expression (8), ie.. part of our sufficient condition for a mixedstrategy equilihriunr, (16) is positive.
With an increase in fumj's pre-capacily marginal cost c,, it is again relatively more
pmfitahle for fiml I to remove the capacity constraint by chwsing capital w x . For

hi to r~xnainindifferent to K,, and &+x, fm j must choose &+x with a greater
prohahility. From (I I), we derive

From the inequality in expression (7), (17) is positive.
The Regions o f f l ~Mixede
and Pure-Stmregy Equilibria. In Exhihit 7 we examine
the e@ts of (g
on the equilihrium strategy by firm j. In Region I,,
with C . large a~id G small, firm j bas a dominant strategy to choose v x and
I
inmass capacity. In Rekion I,, with E. small and . large, fm j has a dominant
strategy to choose K,,md not add capdcity. In Regjoi IIS, with intermediate values
and a mired-strategy equilibrium (where firm i randomizes between
of ( r ,
I J
c h m s i n g b and &+x), fimr j randomizes hetween choosing Y, and Y,+x. To
understand the region with the mixed strategies, wnsider the isoprohahility line
and c for which fm j
labeled p; = 0.5. This line identifies all values of
c h m m Q and &+s each with prohahilii) 0 3 . To derive this isobrohahility line, we
set the prohnhility pi as a function of ( G . , c.) equal to 0.5. That is,

,cj)

c)

<

J

J

Taking the Iota! differerrtinl ofequation (18), we denve

Then, from (I 9), we del-ive

-

The effect of Cj

Exhibit 7
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on firm j's capacity decisions
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Notes:
Region :,I
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Firm j has a dominant strategy to choose Kp.
There is a mixed-strategy equilihrium. Two
isoprohahility lines are laheled.
Firm j exits.

<

Similarly, the slope of the each of the improbability lines is negative. Also, from
expressions (7) and (8). p; is increasing in .
, In Region N,, costs are
sufficiently large so that firm j exits the indusy. i

In Exhibit 8 we examine the effects of (Qi,:,)
on the equilibrium strategy by firm
j. For this diagram, we consides the case for which (7) and (8) are satisfied, and hence
firm i d w s not have a dominant strategy. In Region I,, with Qi small
and c large, fum i has a dominant strategy to choose &+x and add capacity. Firm
j optimally responds20 i's choice of w
x by choosing i(p. In Region TI,,
with Q~ large and Ci snlall, finn i has a dominant strategy to choose K,, and not
add capacity F i n j optimally responds by chwsingK,,+x and adding capacity. In
Region iil, with ininmediate values of c,/Q,, there is a mixed-strategy equilibrium.
The slope of an isoprobahility line is

Moreo~er,p; is inci-easingin

c,

and decreasing in

6,.

In Exhihit '3 we examine the effects of (Q,,C) on the equilibrium strategy of firm
j. For Uiis diagnm, we again consider the case for which (7) and (F) hold, and hence
firm j dors not have a dominant 9-alee).. In Region I,, with both Q, and r. large,
f i r ] i has a dominant strategy to choose w x and add capacity. Firm j obtimally
responds to i's choice of Y,+x by choosing
In Region TI,, with
both Q , and
small, f i n i has a dominant strategy to choose K,, and not add
capacity Firm j opfundly respouds hychwsing &+x and adding capacity. In Region
Ill,with intemlediatevalues of + Q,, there is a mixed-strategy equilibrium. The
slope of an isoprohahiiity line is

5,.

c,

ci

ap ttc*,

= - J

p* constant
1
Moreover, pi is decreasing in

.

0

qiplta~
J
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J

.
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Exhibit 8

The effect of

ci) on firm j's strategy.

Marginal cost for
pre-capacity
output,
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p,*=.9

I

Not relevant because

Not relevant because c; < G;
Production capacity,

Q,

Notes:
This figure considers the case in which firm j does not have a dominant strategy.
Region I,:
Region 11,:
Region Iii,:

Firm i has a dominant strategy to choose &+x.
Finn j hest responds hy choosing K,,.
Film i has a dominant strategy to choose &. Finn j
hest responds hy choosing K,,+x.
Mixed-strategy equilibrium region. Representative
isoprohahility lines are labeled.

Exhibit 9

..

The effect of (Qi, G.)
I
on firm j's strategy
Marginal
cost for
postcapacity
output, S

I

Not relevant because E, > Zi

Production capacity.

Q~

Notes.
This figure describes tlie case for wh~clifilm j does not have a dominant strategy
Region I,:
Region 11,:
Region Ill,:

Firm i has a dominant strategy to choose &. Firm j
best responds by choosing G+x.
Firm i h a s a dominant strategy to choose &+x.
F i m j~ best responds by choosing G.
Mixed-strategy equilibrium region. Representative
isoprohahility lines are laheled.

Tp further understand the different regions of the equilibrium in Exhibit

9,

fix Q, and increase r. so that the equilibriummoves from region 11, to region 111,.
With this movement, th&e is a dismtintuity in firm j's equilibrium strategy In region
11,, firm i has a dominant strategy to choose capital ir,+x and add capacity. Finn j
best-responds by choosing capital K,, and not adding capacity. With an increase
in I; and the movement to slightly above the houndary of regions I1,and 111,. Now,
firm ;no longer has a dominmt strategy to add capacity. However, I; is small
enough so that firm i has a strong incentive to choose capital &+x and add capacity.
For f m i to remain indii.e~ithetween between adding and not adding capacity, firm
j must add capacity \rith a largeprobahility. Thus, with the movement from region 11,
to region Ill,, firmj's equilibrium strategy jumps from adding capacity with
probahility zero to adding capacity with a very large probability. There is an
analogous discontintuity in f i l m i's equilihri~imstrategy with the movement from
region 111,to region I,.

4.3. Model Asvessmcnt

Our theoretical model adn~itsa mixed strategy equilibrium, with both firms
randomizing their capacity addition and deletion decisions, yielding a positive
probability of capacity cycles. Om comparative statistics show how the likelihood of
such cycles in theory can he nffected by costs and capacity utilization.
How do these results compare to tlie dynamics of the markets in general or to those
studied in Deardcn, Lilien ru~dYmn (1996). TiO, in particular? Consider Exhibit 10,
which suggests several beliaviors that are consistent with our model.
Ohse~vatiiinI .

We see that individual films' sintulrancous capacity additions
rud ~nain\axu~ce
( e g , 1973-74 or 1982-83) are all followed by
their sinrrrirarreorrs capacity deletions or maintenance (e.g.,
I 976-76 or 1984-85).

Observation 2:

The cycles (i.e., additions and deletions) of total i n d u s y
capacity have occuned in parallel with the cycles (i.e., Highs and
Lows) of capacity urilizarion with a typical lag of 1-2 years.

Ohsewation 3:

Low and medium cost firms (e.g,, A or B j have typically
responded to industry fluctuations by their capacity cycles of
additions and maintenance, wbile high wst firms (e.g., C and D)

have responded to industry fluctuations by their capacity cycles
of additions, deletions, and maintenance.
To generate an additional observation we focus on f m s A and C, the "high"
market share firms who mainly dictate the evolution of the market. If we assume
that A and C are playing fixed strategies, then we would expect to see certain
deterministic pattems of sin~ultaneousmoves dominate. (Both add, both delete, A
adds, C doesn't, etc.) If we code the data as follows:

1. A + 2

=

2. A + l

131

A adds, C no clkuige; or
A no cllange ,C deletes

I61

no c h r ~ g e C
, no change; or 161

3. A

A no clniige, C adds; or

I . A-l
=

5. A-2

A adds, C deletes

=

{A deletcs, C no change
A deletes, C adds

Ill
101

we have five possible "drtem~inistics t r a t e ~ "patterns relating A's and C's capacity
strategies. For a detcnninistic strategy to dominate, we should expect one of these
pattems to pi-evail.
The nwihers in I] show the frequency witll which the noted pattern occurs in
Exhibit 10. Not suprisingly, the A I and A - 2 patterns were virtually nonexistent
(since A is the low cost finn). However, the hi& incidence of all three of the other
patterns (3, 6 and 6) suggest capacity decisions that lo& like mixed strategies,
providing qonlilative suppo~lfor our model.

-

5. Discussion and Conclusions
The dynamics of markets appear to lead to cycles of overcapacity and undercapacity.
In this paper we have explored some of the forcesthat lend to those cycles.

Exhibit 10
Capacity Additions nod Deletions* in the TiOI Industry
Individual W
Year
1970
71
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8

s capacity

aggregate

B

C

D

+ +

o
o

+ + +
-

o

+

e
+
0
0
0
0
+

+
+
0
0
o
o
o
0

o
O
+
+
o
+
o
0
0

+
+
0
0
o
o
o
0
0

-

+

+

+
+

0
+

+
+

+

0

A

o
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4

o
+
+
+
0
+
0
0
+
+
0
0

0
o
+
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
+
+
0

0

0

E

8
5
0
0
0
0
0
I n d ~ d u a Firm's
l
Position
(a)Production cost***
L
L
H
H
M
(b)Market share8***
H
L
H
M
M

F

0

inbUStty

capscity utilization**

apadty

1-yrlag

2-ylag

+
+

H

M

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

M
L

+: addition, -: deletion, and o: no change.
** H: 90% or higher, M: 80-90%, and L:-80% or M r .
*** H: relatively high, M: medium, and L: relatively low.
**** H: relatively high, M: medium, and L: relatively low.

These cycles are inefficient, whatever their causes, disrupting buyers, sellers and
often leaving ultimate consumers with either higher prices or delayed access to
p r c d u c t s d ~ .What can sellers do to address these issues? Bower (1986, p. 221)
suggests: "...it would be exwemely helpful ...if induslly associations were asked to
pmiuce long term f o m of supplyldemand halance." What Bower suggests is that
reducing uncertainty about the nature of demand would help cmrdinate capacity
planning efforts. This will surely help, but our game-theoretic results indicate that
unless individual company plans are coordinated, we are unlikely to see a cure.
Are there alternatives? In Japan, MITI helps cnordinate the strategic plans of
competitive companies. Firms give up some independence (legally in Japan, at least)
in exchange for the henefits of coordination or consensus building. The stabilizing
effects of such callel-like coordination procedures reduce cyclical behavior but may
do so at the cost of keeping ineficient producers in the market (Shaw and Shaw,
1983).
In the absence of the possibility of such coordination in many of Western
industrialized nations, firms need to adopt other strategies. This paper serves as
M e r support for the risks of operating in such markets: overcapacity1 undercapacity
cycles are almost destined to occur. Flexible manufacturing systems, sharing or
reallocaiig pmduction capacity with other, countercyclical (or uncorrelated, at least)
products can help, though (Breshnahan and Ramey, 1993). In addition, firms may
need to budget for lugher expected returns to deal with the risks inherent in operating
in such industries.
Firms can take advantage of these situations. Although our models have not
addressed the issue, there is clearly value in infomation about demand and likely
competitive actions. Better inductiy and competitive intelligence is likely to pay large
dividends for firms operating in such markets, signing longer terms supply contracts
with customers during the onsst of undercnpacity, for example. We also speculate that
there may be advantags to various f o m ~of
s bluffing (announcing expansioddeletion
plans for strategic rather than operational reasons).
There may well he regulatoiy implications here. If there were agreement on the
likely level of demand, one could envision a situation where the government
entertained hids for the rights to add new capacity and limited the amount of capacity
to some multiple of the industry's estimate of the increase in demand. There are
clearly many problems with the developnlent of such a system, as the US government's
recent experience with cellular phone h.anchises and bandwidth auctions has shown,
hut the idea may have some merit.

Our model and analysis and the above speculations have been exploratory. We have
investigated only a simple model here (see Dearden, Lilien, and Yoon, 1996, for
others) and one can envision many other causes of the capacity cycle phenomenon.
We do not believe that this phenomenon has a single cause or set of causes; rather we
believe that it would he valuable, in &lure research, to see how general the
phenomenon is and to generate and develop a taxonomy of causes and possible cures.
We hope that we have shed some light on some of the possible causes and that further
work helps deepen that understanding.
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